
A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE  |  BY THEMEFUSE

How to boost your website’s loading speed?

THE NEED FOR SITE SPEED

http://themefuse.com/


This is a step-by-step guide with speciic actions 
that you should undertake (including the essential 
two steps: enabling compression and leveraging 
browser caching) in order to reduce your web-
site’s loading time.

What do you do when you go shopping and are 
ready to checkout? Exactly, you choose the counter 
that has only a few people waiting in line. Why?

Because you don’t want to wait. People don’t like 
to waste their time waiting. 

If If your customers are waiting too long for your 
website to load, they will choose the next counter 
–your competitor’s faster website. 

Can you afford to lose your clients because your 
site moves like a turtle? I’m sure you can’t. But 
most likely you are already paying for this mistake.

7% Loss in conversions

11% Fewer page reviews

16% Decrease in customer satisfaction

Will abandon the web page40%

Will develop a negative image

of the company
44%

Expect a web page to load in two 

seconds or less
47%

Of online shoppers say quick page loads are 

important for their loyalty to a site
52%

Will not return to websites that took 

longer than 4 seconds to load
79%

Still not convinced that your website’s speed really 
matters? Take a look at these highlights from the 
site speed research performed by Aberdeen 
Group:

This e-book on site speed optimization gives you the most useful 
information about the key elements that slow down your website.

WHY YOU NEED IT
INTRODUCTION
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1  SECOND

DELAY OR  

MORE



This step-by-step guide will help you reduce your site’s loading time. You’ll ind out what speciic items 
you must cover to stop losing your clients in our ultimate optimization checklist below:

Due to the fact that these 

actions have a direct inlu-

ence on your GTmetrix test 

score, please consider 

performing either a double 

check of your website’s 

performance indicator 

afafter each step or complet-

ing the GTmetrix test on a 

separate browser

79% of disappointed visitors won’t return! It’s quite “ouch” isn’t it? This is why speeding your web-

site is critical – besides having a higher rank on Google, you will also keep your proits high.

THE ULTIMATE OPTIMIZATION CHECKLIST

       Update your theme and the installed plugins;
        *(optional) Install and activate one of the available plugins for disabling emojis;
        Install and activate the following plugins: WP Optimize,  Autoptimize, and WP Super Cache;
        Check your website performance indicator on GTmetrix.com; 
        *(optional) Enable keep alive. Edit the .htaccess ile by inserting a speciic code;
        Enable Gzip compression – Edit the .htaccess or Nginx iles by inserting the corresponding code; 
                Leverage browser caching – Edit the .htaccess or Nginx iles by inserting the corresponding code;
        Minify your code. Activate Autoptimize’s base settings, run the plugin and check for errors;
        Optimize your database. Activate WP-Optimize base settings, run the plugin and check for errors;
        Enable Advanced Cache Settings. Access the WP Super Cache Settings/Advanced and mark the 
        necessary checkboxes. Save the changes; 
        Use CDN. Access the WP Super Cache Settings/CDN and mark the ‘Enable CDN Support’ checkbox.
                Optimize your images. Check the GTmetrix report to see which exact image URLs you need to opti-                              
        mize. Use TinyPng, compress the images and change your old ones with your new optimized ones;
        Check again your website performance indicator on GTmetrix.com;
        If necessary, switch to a new reliable hosting service;

OUR BEST
SOLUTIONS

IMPORTANT
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/disable-emojis/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-optimize/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-super-cache/
https://gtmetrix.com/
https://gtmetrix.com/
https://tinypng.com/


Before you proceed to test your website’s performance, always check and perform your Word-
Press updates. Your WP Updates dashboard should look like this:

UPDATE YOUR THEME AND THE INSTALLED PLUGINS #1
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Emojis load an additional JavaScript code on every page which is slightly slowing down your website.  If 
you don’t need them running, consider installing and activating one of the following WordPress plugins 
for disabling emojis: Disable Emojis, WP Disable Emoji, Emoji Settings, Disable WP Emojis.

Emojis may be a great feature, but many businesses simply don’t need them. 

(optional) INSTALL AND ACTIVATE ONE OF THE AVAIL-
ABLE PLUGINS FOR DISABLING EMOJIS

#2
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/disable-emojis/


1. WP Optimize - it’s an extensive WordPress 
database cleanup and optimization tool. It doesn't 
require PhpMyAdmin to clean and optimize your 
database tables.

2. Autoptimize - makes optimizing your site really 
easy. It concatenates all scripts and styles, miniies 
and compresses them, adds expires headers, 
caches them, and moves styles to the page head.

3. WP Super Cache - generates static html iles 
from your dynamic WordPress blog. After a ile is 
generated, your server will access it, instead of 
processing PHP scripts that are signiicantly slow-
ing down your website.

To perform the following checklist steps, you have to install and activate these plugins.

INSTALL AND ACTIVATE THE FOLLOWING PLUGINS: 
WP OPTIMIZE, AUTOPTIMIZE, AND WP SUPER CACHE

#3
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-optimize/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/
https://wordpress.org/plugins/wp-super-cache/


Run your website URL through the GTmetrix tool and get your results, that may look (or not) like this: 

CHECK YOUR WEBSITE PERFORMANCE 
INDICATOR ON GTMETRIX.COM

#4
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https://gtmetrix.com/


If your site has the ‘keep alive’ option enabled, skip this step. If not, by enabling ‘keep alive’ you will allow 
your visitor‘s browsers to establish a TCP connection one single time instead of multiple times when 
requesting your website’s iles (such as images, Javascripts, CSS scripts etc.). This connection will speed 
up your website, since your visitor’s browser will have to open just one persistent HTTP connection 
instead of establishing multiple connections for each web page ile loaded. 

You can enable the ‘keep alive’ option by inserting the following speciic code in your .htaccess ile:

<ifModule mod_headers.c>
    Header set Connection     Header set Connection keep-alive
</ifModule>

Usually, this option is available within the server’s settings. You can check if your server has 
this setup by testing your website URL on this ‘keep alive’ test website.

(optional) ENABLE KEEP-ALIVE#5
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https://www.giftofspeed.com/check-keep-alive/


After inserting this code, your website performance should improve:

Usually, this option is available within the server’s settings. You can check if your server has 
this setup by testing your website URL on this ‘keep alive’ test website.

(optional) ENABLE KEEP-ALIVE#5
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https://www.giftofspeed.com/check-keep-alive/


# Compress HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Text, XML and fonts
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/rss+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/vnd.ms-fontobject
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-opentype
AAddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-otf
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-truetype
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-font-ttf
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/x-javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/xhtml+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE application/xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/opentype
AAddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/otf
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE font/ttf

The best way to speed up the loading time of your pages is to compress this large-sized content.  Through 
compression the bandwidth of your pages will be reduced and this will reduce the HTTP response. It 
works the same way as compressing a ile on your computer by signiicantly reducing its size and increas-
ing your site speed as a result. You can achieve this by inserting the following speciic codes for resources 
compression in your .htaccess or Nginx iles:

1. For .htaccess ile:

Enabling compression on your website is one of the key factors that will increase your website’s speed 
score because having large-sized content can cause you critical page loading issues.

ENABLE GZIP COMPRESSION #6
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AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/svg+xml
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE image/x-icon
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/css
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/html
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/javascript
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/plain
AddOutputFilterByType DEFLATE text/xml

# Remove browser bugs (only for really old browsers)
BrowserMatch ̂Mozilla/4 gzip-only-text/html
BrowserMatch ̂Mozilla/4\.0[678] no-gzip
BrowserMatch \bMSIE !no-gzip !gzip-only-text/html
Header append Vary User-Agent

Enabling compression on your website is one of the key factors that will increase your website’s speed 
score because having large-sized content can cause you critical page loading issues.

ENABLE GZIP COMPRESSION #6
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2. For nginx.conf ile:
gzip on;
gzip_disable "msie6";
gzip_vary on;
gzip_proxied any;
gzip_comp_level 6;
gzip_bufgzip_buffers 16 8k;
gzip_http_version 1.1;
gzip_types text/plain text/css application/json application/x-javascript application/javascript text/xml application/xml 
application/xml+rss text/javascript image/svg+xml;



Enabling compression on your website is one of the key factors that will increase your website’s speed 
score because having large-sized content can cause you critical page loading issues.

ENABLE GZIP COMPRESSION #6
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After running the code, your website’s PageSpeed and YSlow score should signiicantly improve:

Enabling compression on your website is one of the key factors that will increase your website’s speed 
score because having large-sized content can cause you critical page loading issues.

ENABLE GZIP COMPRESSION #6
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Every time the user’s browser loads your webpage it has to download all your web iles in order to prop-
erly display the webpage, including all the images, HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. Leverage Browser Caching 
ixes that issue by reducing the number of HTTP requests processed. You can achieve it by inserting the 
following code in your .htaccess or Nginx iles:

1. For .htaccess ile (includes the code for turning your ETag headers off):
<IfModule mod_expires.c>
ExpiresActive on

# Perhaps better to whitelist expires rules? Perhaps.
ExpiresDefault "access plus 1 month"

# cache.appcache needs re-requests in FF 3.6 (thanks Remy ~Introducing HTML5)
ExpiresByType text/cache-manifest "access plus 0 seconds"

# # Your document html
ExpiresByType text/html "access plus 0 seconds"

# Data
ExpiresByType text/xml "access plus 0 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/xml "access plus 0 seconds"
ExpiresByType application/json "access plus 0 seconds"

Through leveraging browser caching, you will reduce the number of HTTP requests processed by the 
server. This step is very important because it reduces loading time and improves user experience.

LEVERAGE BROWSER CACHING #7
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# Feed
ExpiresByType application/rss+xml "access plus 1 hour"
ExpiresByType application/atom+xml "access plus 1 hour"

# Favicon (cannot be renamed)
ExpiresByType image/x-icon "access plus 1 week"

# Media: images, video, audio
ExpiExpiresByType image/gif "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType image/png "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType image/jpeg "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType video/ogg "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType audio/ogg "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType video/mp4 "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType video/webm "access plus 1 month"

# H# HTC iles (css3pie)
ExpiresByType text/x-component "access plus 1 month"

# CSS and JavaScript
ExpiresByType text/css "access plus 1 year"
ExpiresByType application/javascript "access plus 1 year"

Through leveraging browser caching, you will reduce the number of HTTP requests processed by the 
server. This step is very important because it reduces loading time and improves user experience.

LEVERAGE BROWSER CACHING #7
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Remember: You’ll be able to use ‘location’ only in a server block, not in the ‘HTTP’ block, either directly or 
through a separate ile. Also, after inserting the code, you must restart Nginx through this command:

$ service nginx restart

location ~* \.(asf|asx|wax|wmv|wmx|avi|bmp|class|divx|doc|docx|eot|exe|-
gif|gz|gzip|ico|jpg|jpeg|jpe|css|js|mdb|mid|midi|mov|qt|mp3|m4a|mp4|m4v|mpeg|mpg|mpe|mpp|otf|odb|odc|odf|od
g|odp|ods|odt|ogg|pdf|png|pot|pps|ppt|pptx|ra|ram|svg|svgz|swf|tar|tif|tiff|ttf|ttc|wav|wma|wri|xla|xls|xlsx|xlt|xlw|zi
p)$ {expires 365d;}

1. For nginx ile (usually /etc/nginx/sites-enabled/default):

Through leveraging browser caching, you will reduce the number of HTTP requests processed by the 
server. This step is very important because it reduces loading time and improves user experience.

LEVERAGE BROWSER CACHING 

# Webfonts
ExpiresByType application/x-font-ttf "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType font/opentype "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType application/x-font-woff "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType image/svg+xml "access plus 1 month"
ExpiresByType application/vnd.ms-fontobject "access plus 1 month"

</IfModule></IfModule>
<FilesMatch "\.(ico|pdf|lv|jpg|jpeg|png|gif|js|css|swf)(\.gz)?$">
Header unset ETag
FileETag None
</FilesMatch>

#7
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Through leveraging browser caching, you will reduce the number of HTTP requests processed by the 
server. This step is very important because it reduces loading time and improves user experience.

LEVERAGE BROWSER CACHING 

After running the code, your website’s PageSpeed and YSlow score should signiicantly improve:

#7
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Minifying your code will clear your site’s loading process and will lead to an increase in its 
speed. You can use the Autoptimize plugin to minify your HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

MINIFY YOUR CODE#8
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/


Minifying your code will clear your site’s loading process and will lead to an increase in its 
speed. You can use the Autoptimize plugin to minify your HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

MINIFY YOUR CODE

Check the frontend of your website visually and using the inspect element property. If there are no errors 
displayed, you can move on to the next step. If you’ll encounter some errors after running the plugin (like 
‘jQuery is not deined’), ind out which ile (in this case is jquery.js) or iles generate the errors and move 
to the plugins’ settings. 

In Autoptimize, click on ‘Show advanced settings’ and ind the ields ‘Exclude scripts from 
AAutoptimize’ from JavaScript options and ‘Exclude CSS from Autoptimize’ from CSS options. Insert the 
name of the iles which you identiied in the previous step, in accordance to their extensions (.js or .css), 
for example:

#8
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/


Minifying your code will clear your site’s loading process and will lead to an increase in its 
speed. You can use the Autoptimize plugin to minify your HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

MINIFY YOUR CODE#8
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/


Minifying your code will clear your site’s loading process and will lead to an increase in its 
speed. You can use the Autoptimize plugin to minify your HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

MINIFY YOUR CODE#8
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/


Minifying your code will clear your site’s loading process and will lead to an increase in its 
speed. You can use the Autoptimize plugin to minify your HTML, CSS and JavaScript code.

MINIFY YOUR CODE

GTmetrix’s score after successfully running the plugin settings (just look at that Page Load Time and the 
requests number):

#8
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https://wordpress.org/plugins/autoptimize/


These recommended settings will improve user experience and your site’s performance by 
lowering CPU and HDD usage, reducing request numbers and response time.

ENABLE ADVANCED CACHE SETTINGS

WP Super Cache allows you to serve cache iles, compress pages to serve them more quickly to visitors, 
and enable other advanced options in its settings. These settings will lower CPU and HDD usage. Simply 
go to WP Super Cache/Advanced and mark the following options:

#9
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These recommended settings will improve user experience and your site’s performance by 
lowering CPU and HDD usage, reducing request numbers and response time.

ENABLE ADVANCED CACHE SETTINGS

GTmetrix’s score after successfully running the plugin settings:

#9
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It’s an effective and powerful way to boost your website speed if you use WordPress because it heavily 
relies on database usage. The data you store is constantly increasing making your site slower.

OPTIMIZE YOUR DATABASE

This is a particular problem if you have plugins that save logs, statistics and user data or enable post revi-
sions, pingbacks, and trackbacks. Regularly clean up your database tables to ensure their smooth running. 

Your posts, comments, pages and other forms of textual and encrypted data are stored in WordPress 
within a single database – all except for the media iles (images and videos) which are stored in the     
‘wp_content’ folder. This database usually gets crowded with unnecessary content and posts revisions, 
and other garbage data like:

You should get rid of garbage data by shrinking them in size. You can perform this optimization manually 
through phpMyAdmin or by using a plugin like WP-Optimize.

PINGBACKS & TRACKBACKSDELETED ITEMS

POST REVISIONSAUTO DRAFTS

UNAPPROVED COMMENTSSPAM COMMENTS POST REVISIONS

UNAPPROVED COMMENTS

PINGBACKS & TRACKBACKS

AUTO DRAFTS

DELETED ITEMS

#10
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It’s an effective and powerful way to boost your website speed if you use WordPress because it heavily 

relies on database usage. The data you store is constantly increasing making your site slower.

OPTIMIZE YOUR DATABASE#10
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Also, you can automatically clean your database by adding the following code in the wp-conig.php ile: 
‘deine ('EMPTY_TRASH_DAYS', 30); deine (‘WP_POST_REVISIONS’, 3); ’, where ‘30’ and ‘3’ are the days before the 
garbage data will be automatically deleted.

It’s an effective and powerful way to boost your website speed if you use WordPress because it heavily 

relies on database usage. The data you store is constantly increasing making your site slower.

OPTIMIZE YOUR DATABASE#10
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GTmetrix’s score after database optimization:

It’s an effective and powerful way to boost your website speed if you use WordPress because it heavily 

relies on database usage. The data you store is constantly increasing making your site slower.

OPTIMIZE YOUR DATABASE#10
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CDN ensures fast download of your static iles on your visitors’ browsers. Images, CSS, and 
JavaScript will be downloaded by serving them on the closest servers to your visitors.

USE CDN – CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK 

Many websites are hosted 

on US servers and if you’re 

accessing them from the US 

or using a US VPN, they will 

load pretty fast. But these 

websites usually perform 

slower for visitors from 

otherother parts of the world. A 

CDN will solve this issue by 

distribution of your web-

site’s iles over a server 

network in different places 

in the world, decreasing 

website  loading time.

IMPORTANT

You can enable the CDN option if you will use Autoptimize or WP Super Cache. 

#11
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CDN ensures fast download of your static iles on your visitors’ browsers. Images, CSS, and 
JavaScript will be downloaded by serving them on the closest servers to your visitors.

USE CDN – CONTENT DELIVERY NETWORK 

After running the plugin settings, we got an awesome YSlow Score and Page Load Time:

#11
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Optimizing your images is very important because they usually consist of up to 63% of your 
page. This is why large-sized images may really slow down your site’s performance.

OPTIMIZE YOUR IMAGES 

Before publishing any image content, irst you should consider choosing the right format:

You may use the resulted resized images after passing the GTmetrix test or enable the image auto optimi-
zation option using one of the available plugins. But we don’t recommend you to do this because the qual-
ity of these images can be signiicantly altered. 

 •  JPG/JPEG - best option for photos; 
 •  PNG - best option for screenshots;
 •  GIF - best option for animations, small or simple graphics;
 •  Don’t use BMPs or TIFFs!

#12
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Optimizing your images is very important because they usually consist of up to 63% of your 
page. This is why large-sized images may really slow down your site’s performance.

OPTIMIZE YOUR IMAGES 

The option that we recommend using in order to compress your image sizes and boost your site’s speed, 
without hurting their quality is TinyPNG - for png and jpeg images. You can use it both for existing images 
that you want to replace as well as for new images that you want to post on your website. The best prac-
tice is to pass your images through this tool each time before placing them onto your website.

Yet, if you have some images with speciic preferences, you can use special tools like Pixlr, Preview for Mac 
or Paint for Windows to reduce their sizes but keep their high quality.

#12
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https://tinypng.com/
https://pixlr.com/editor/
https://support.apple.com/en-us/HT201740
http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows/support#1TC=windows-8


Optimizing your images is very important because they usually consist of up to 63% of your 
page. This is why large-sized images may really slow down your site’s performance.

OPTIMIZE YOUR IMAGES 

GTmetrix’s score after successfully running the plugin settings: from 49%/67%/9.7s/3.48MB/62 
requests to 98%/99%/2.1s/2.03MB/26 requests! Impressive, isn’t it?

#12
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BONUS
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However, if you’ve made all these steps to increase your site’s speed, but you didn’t notice any 
improvements, most probably it’s time to think about changing your web hosting.

CHOOSE THE BEST WEB HOST 

Your hosting service is pretty much the foundation of your website, so you should pick the most reliable one. 
Everything else doesn’t matter, because if your host is slow, it totally blows up your website. 

You can choose among these two hosting services available today for WordPress users: a shared hosting or a 
managed hosting. But consider the fact that even if a shared hosting seems like a more affordable option for 
your website, it has serious disadvantages, like exposure to security issues and slow down of your site 
performance. This is why we recommend you to use a managed web host with very good reviews.

Recommended 
Hosting Options

38% for ThemeFuse 
clients by following the link

Complex solution that 
includes high speed, 

performance and security 

Free transfer  option included and 
high speed ensured by SSD 
*Best price value & features 

You can use the Sucuri or CodeGuard plugins
To  enable additional website security protection

Most popular starter option 

25% for ThemeFuse clients 
by using discount codes:
THEMEFUSE25 
THEMEFUSE

Special
Discount for  

ThemeFuse Clients 

Free Domain
SSD
Firewall

Malware Scan

Best Known For:

X

X

X
X

BUY NOW BUY NOW BUY NOW

http://themefuse.com/wpengine
http://themefuse.com/inmotionhosting
http://themefuse.com/hostgator
http://themefuse.com/wpengine
http://themefuse.com/inmotionhosting
http://themefuse.com/hostgator
http://themefuse.com/sucuri
http://themefuse.com/codeguard


Optimization is simple: once you’ve made all the above steps, all you have to do further is just to press that “Update” button 
every time it becomes active. Keep your theme and plugins updated. 

FINALLY, KEEP YOUR THEME SQUEAKY CLEAN!

More than that, remember that all plugins require communication between browsers and servers. This communication depends on your 
server’s processing speed. Too many plugins may slow your site, create security issues, cause crashes and other technical dificulties. It’s 
very important to keep in mind that it’s not only the number of your installed plugins but also their sizes that can increase your site’s
loading time. So try to deactivate and delete any unnecessary plugins. 

Also, taAlso, take into consideration that achieving a 100% speed score is not your top priority because there are so many factors that won’t let 
you get the highest score, such as custom fonts or high-resolution logos. Most of the times, these elements are key components of your 
website and you cannot remove them in exchange for obtaining a perfect score.

So, keep your theme squeaky clean, without making critical damages, and it will reward you with a skyrocketing speed!
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WWW.THEMEFUSE.COM

We're a webdesign studio passionate about creating beautiful & original WordPress themes since 2009.

We'd love to know how this tutorial worked for you!

SHARE YOUR STORY

http://themefuse.com/tutorial-practical-guide-how-to-boost-your-wordpress-sites-performance/
http://themefuse.com/
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